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ABSTRACT
As part of urban planning, local governments in Japan have developed a unique type of city
branding that uses gotouchi kyara ご当地キャラ, which are community character mascots
representing cities, towns, or villages that highlight significant aspects of the area, such as
famous foods or tourist attractions. The character mascots tap into the already present character
goods and kawaii culture of Japan, are cost effective and sustainable, are a means for bringing
the community residents together, and easily lend themselves to local economic development.
Thus, the character mascots are a major strategy for place branding. A geographical information
system (GIS) cluster analysis suggests that the origin of gotouchi kyara in Japan was dispersed in
the early 1980s, became random in the 1990s, and began to cluster in the mid-2000s. Clusters
that are far apart from each other can be found throughout Japan, and hot spots of multiple
gotouchi kyara are found in the smaller cities, towns, and villages in the south of Japan and cold
spots are found near Tokyo. The proliferation of gotouchi kyara is most dense around the major
metropolitan areas. Criticism exists for the mascots, but “character power” is undeniable in
contemporary Japanese society.
Keywords: gotouchi kyara ご当地キャラ, yuru kyara ゆるキャラ, character, mascot, place
branding, city branding, Japan
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I: GOTOUCHI KYARA
Suddenly, the spotlight is on each city, to be unique from other cities and to declare such
uniqueness to the world. Due to globalization, urban areas are beginning to look inward at their
own identities. In order to compete for residents and visitors, investment, and talent, cities are
employing marketing strategies and branding techniques, incorporating a city almost as a
business, yet simultaneously not surrendering the responsibility, accountability, and
responsiveness inherent to being a city. This contemporary, interdisciplinary method is termed
city branding, a type of place branding together with region branding and nation branding.
Rural to urban migration is a long-time trend in Japan that has resulted in significant rural
town population decreases. Following World War II, Japan’s cities grew rapidly due to
increased migration to urban areas. In “Cities of the World,” Kam Wing Chan and Alana Boland
noted that by 1970, the total urban population was 72 percent and by the late 1990s it was 78
percent (Chan 482). As the number and size of Japanese cities grew, small towns and villages
declined (Chan 482). Tokyo in particular drew large numbers of people to its metropolis, and a
centralized government and economy based on the capital oversaw many years of extraordinary
economic growth. This meant that the smaller cities and local governments diminished in
importance and increased decentralization became a national priority. However, as Chan and
Boland explain, reducing the dominance of Tokyo by decentralizing its economic power has
been unsuccessful, and National Development Plans have been fruitless in their attempts to
diminish the unstoppable magnetic pull to Tokyo (Chan 514).
City branding is a strategy that cities and local governments have employed for the
decentralization of economic growth and development. In 2004, Japan’s Small and Medium
Enterprise Agency of the Ministry of Economy, Trade, and Industry decided to use the approach
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in its “Japan Brand Development Assistance Program” (Ikuta 131). Regional and city branding
strategies for products were encouraged, and a “Regional Body Trademark System” was even
established in April 2006. Cities and localities could register trademarks for their product names
in the form of “name of local area + name of product” (Ikuta 132). With branding policy
established and city brands contemplated and defined, the only need remaining was for
something tangible to solidify the image. The result was that local governments in Japan began
using community mascot characters, called gotouchi kyara ご当地キャラ, to position the focus
of product branding on local aspects of the locality. The characters were chosen as part of the
revitalization strategies for the rural areas that suffered most when the bubble popped in Japan
and as a result of the deflation (Aoki 5).
Community brand creation requires abundant imagination to connect aspects of a place to
a product, often includes local residents in design contests, and necessitates an open mind for a
new type of soft power in the form of character mascots that are gentle and cute. The characters
tap into the already present character and kawaii 可愛い culture of Japan as they emphasize the
local culture. Today cities, towns, and villages of Japan are using gotouchi kyara as a major
strategy for city branding and for defining local identity, while simultaneously boosting the local
economy.

The gotouchi kyara strategy is not unique to Japan. South Korea also employs city

mascot characters. The recent proliferation of city mascot characters in South Korea is similar to
Japan. The Korean city mascot characters also embody the kawaii concept with similar uses.
Based on a geographic information system (GIS) cluster analysis, the origin of gotouchi
kyara in Japan appears to have been dispersed in the early 1980s, became random in the 1990s,
and began to cluster in the mid-2000s. Clusters that are far apart from each other can be found
throughout Japan. Hot spots of multiple gotouchi kyara are found in the cities, towns, and
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villages in the south of Japan and cold spots are found near Tokyo. The proliferation of gotouchi
kyara is most dense around the major metropolitan areas.

Literature Review of City Branding
This paper considers gotouchi kyara in the conceptual framework of city branding. Keith
Dinnie, Associate Professor at Temple University Japan Campus in Tokyo and Director of the
Centre for Place Brand Management (previously, the Centre for City Branding), describes city
branding as using and applying concepts of brand strategy adopted from the commercial world in
pursuit of urban development, regeneration, and quality of life (Dinnie 3). With such a large
spectrum of spectators, policy makers must decide the identity and aspects for the focus of the
branding that can appeal to many audiences. Determining an identity and brand requires
community involvement. Dinnie explains that stakeholder engagement, along with imagination
and an open mind, are critical for the identification and determination of appropriate brand
specifics to effectively express the unique character of a city (Dinnie 5). He notes that
inspiration for attributes of the brand might derive from food culture or a city’s commitment for
environmental responsibility, and the brand then needs to be communicated effectively though
the use of digital media as well as traditional channels (Dinnie 5).
As a result of globalization, cities have adopted city branding strategies in order to
compete with other cities and to market themselves. Michalis Kavaratzis, a researcher in
University of Groningen’s Urban and Regional Studies Institute (URSI) in the Netherlands,
postulates that city branding is a suitable approach for expressing and implementing city
marketing (Kavaratzis 58). He explains that in order to market a city, the city must first have an
image or a brand and says that “city branding provides, on the one hand, the basis for developing
policy to pursue economic development and, at the same time, it serves as a conduit for city
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residents to identify with their city” (Kavaratzis 58). Thus, city branding is a powerful tool for
contemporary cities.
In addition, cities can adopt city branding strategies for order and identity. In City
Branding: Image Building & Building Images, Hans Mommaas explains that “brands derive their
attraction largely from the fact that they introduce a certain order or coherence to the multiform
reality around us. Brands enable us more easily to ‘read’ each other and our environment of
places and products” (Mommaas 34). City branding creates a form of order for a resident or
visitor that allows the person to understand a city’s differences from other cities. However,
Mommaas continues, “seen in this way brands are not purely a source of differentiation, but also
of identification, recognition, continuity and collectivity” (Mommaas 34).
In “Hard-Branding the Cultural City – From Prado to Prada,” Graeme Evans states that
city branding through arts and entertainment tools is a part of urban regeneration and is now a
universal phenomenon (Evans 417). Historically, he explains, cities and towns were associated
with major corporate headquarters, factories, or sporting clubs and venues that created a sort of
brand or image of the place (Evans 420). Thus, the original economic concept behind city
branding was based upon what was being produced in the particular place. City branding has
now evolved to highlight creative or cultural identity. Evans explains that the branding strategy
for cities to relate a place with a cultural icon is an attempt to permeate a place with a creative
quality (Evans 421).
In “City Branding: a State-of-the-Art Review of the Research Domain,” Andrea Lucarelli
and Per Olof Berg report that literature related to city branding has increased exponentially since
1988 (Lucarelli 13). Lucarelli and Berg categorize the contemporary theoretical structure of the
literature into three not mutually exclusive main emerging perspectives. The first is “branding as
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production (with a focus on how to produce, create, and manage a brand as well as how to
organize and govern a branding process);” the second is “branding as appropriation (with focus
on the reception, use and consumption of the brand, as well as on the interpretation and
utilization of the branding process);” and the third is “critical studies of city brands and city
branding (city branding as a positive/negative factor for the economic, social, and cultural
environment)” (Lucarelli 18). The authors noted that while case studies of city branding have
been worldwide, implying that scholars study city branding around the globe, the majority of the
articles focus on cities of the Western world (Lucarelli 14).
As Lucarelli and Berg determined in their literature review, few case studies about city
branding in Japan exist. However, in one case study, Roland Kelts writes about Tokyo in his
article, “Superflat Tokyo: City of Secret Superlatives.” He says that the city brand of Tokyo
defies comprehension as a hybrid city of mimicry in the context of a local culture (Kelts 207208). The Japanese attitude toward mimicry is found in the Tokyo city brand. Tokyo sports its
own Eiffel Tower, called Tokyo Tower, skyscrapers evoking New York City, and even a
miniature Statue of Liberty in Odaiba, an island in Tokyo Bay. Kelts concludes that “Tokyo’s
brand is a mashup, a remix, a postwar matrix of temples to spirituality (Buddhism and Shinto,
the national faiths) and capitalism (skyscrapers and statues appropriated from Western models)”
(Kelts 212). Tokyo as a brand is unmistakably contemporary but “remains as much of a cipher
as Hello Kitty – tantalizing and expressionless, massive but hidden, an empty vessel you can fill
with your wildest dreams” (Kelts 212).
In “It Takes a Village, Internationalization and Nostalgia in Postwar Japan,” Jennifer
Robertson looks at all of Japan regarding place branding and placemaking in the context of
culture creation. She argues that culture is an ongoing production because it is a constantly
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transforming its product (Robertson 111). She explains that the “native placemaking” projects
within the cities, towns, and villages outside of Tokyo aim to highlight and articulate the local
differences between “newcomer” and “native” (Robertson 112). Native placemaking draws on
the concept of furusato 古里, meaning “old village,” but is used most often for a nostalgic place
considered home (Robertson 115). Native places based on furusato are tourist destinations for
urbanites who are searching for a traditional, rural experience (Robertson 115). With so many
people living in the major metropolitan areas of Japan, the romantic idea of inaka 田舎 has
become exotic and desirable as a landscape of nostalgia (Robertson 112). Inaka means rural
areas and has the connotation of a homey and cozy, simple country life. Visitors become
honorary short-term villagers seeking enlightenment from partaking in what they consider to be
the simple life of the inaka. They can enjoy picking mushrooms, slopping hogs, and
transplanting rice seedlings without the pressure of actually having to perform these agricultural
activities for a living (Robertson 119). Ironically, traditional activities such as festivals,
handicrafts, nature hikes, and rice pounding have often been recently invented or newly revived
just for tourists (Robertson 119). While the native placemaking projects may appear
inconsequential from outside of Japan, they are major capitalist ventures schemes (Robertson
127). Through lenses of furusato and cosmopolitan aspects of internationalization, cities, towns,
and villages invent, reify, transform, contest, commercialize, and reproduce “pure” and hybrid
forms of Japanese culture (Robertson 127-128). As part of the branding project, the cultural
aspects often may be exaggerated.
While city branding has been defined and studied in many case studies from throughout
the world, including Tokyo, the literature has left out the use of gotouchi kyara in the theoretical
lens of city branding. Tokyo’s city brands that mimic buildings and statues found elsewhere in
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the world have been described in the literature. However, the kawaii figures that also populate
Japan have not been subjects of such articles. Indeed, the use of gotouchi kyara for city branding
is particularly different because only Japan and South Korea currently consistently employ
kawaii mascot characters to represent their cities, towns, and villages.

History of Figures and Kawaii Characters
Kawaii characters are now a part of contemporary Japanese society and culture, and they
resonate with Japan’s history of figures and polytheistic customs with millions of gods. As is
evident in the language, with its thousands of pictures instead of letters, the Japanese have used
art and figures for communication throughout history.
The Japanese language is made up of three alphabets: hiragana ひらがな, katakana カ
タカナ, and kanji 漢字. Hiragana is used for Japanese words and grammar. Katakana is used
for foreign words. Kanji are pictorial characters borrowed from the Chinese, sometimes
identical to Chinese words and other times transformed or merged together into new words or
characters with new meanings. With such a picturesque language, the proliferation of characters
in Japanese history and current society is not surprising. The pictures in the Japanese language
also help to create the dynamic for a society tied to characters and character goods. The
proliferation in Japan of characters perhaps based on well-known figures is impossible to be
ignored by visitors and in daily Japanese life.
Dogu 土偶, meaning “earthenware figure,” are from the Jomon Period of about 12,000
BC to 300 BC and exemplify some of the early figures used by Japanese people. Possible
descendants of the dogu are rotund and charming daruma 達磨 and manekineko 招き猫, fortune
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figures often seen in restaurants, shops, and homes. A Japanese custom is for a person to paint a
daruma fully except for one eye and then make a wish. Once the wish comes true, then the
person can paint in the second eye. Manekineko means “inviting cat,” and the figures are often
found at entrances to Japanese businesses.
Supernatural creatures, called yokai 妖怪, from Japanese folklore, are spirits and beings
with a mischievous nature that often take the form of an object or animal-like creature. One
example is kappa 河童, which is a water spirit that likes cucumbers and playing tricks and looks
like a green duck with a flower-like hat. Kitsune 狐 are foxes and tanuki 狸 are raccoon dogs
that possess magical abilities and can assume a human form.
These historical and cultural figures, along with Japanese polytheist traditions, set the
foundation for contemporary characters. Dogu, daruma, manekineko, kappa, kitsune, and tanuki
figures are shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Traditional Japanese Figures

Anomalies Unlimited, Daruma.co.jp, Icon Archive, eBay, Sakura Hostel

Costumes from kabuki 歌舞伎 theater can also be linked to the kigurumi 着ぐるみ
costumes of gotouchi kyara and other mascots. Character expert Jun Miura ties the kigurumi
modern character costume culture to the traditional kabuki costumes and points out that a fish
character from the kabuki play, called Tsuki no Sendou 月の船頭, and an octopus character from
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Amiu 網打 could be origins of the kigurumi (Miura 5). These costumed characters are showed
in Figure 2. He says that there is no other country in the world that loves characters as much as
Japan (Miura 5). With the long history of elaborate costumes, the characters tie to the traditional
Japanese performance culture (Miura 5).
Figure 2. Kabuki Costumes

Miura, Jun. Yuru Kyara no Hon. Tokyo, Japan: Fusosha, 2004. Print.

The long history of figures in Japanese culture, society, and religion has contributed to
the necessary dynamic for a society enamored by character and character goods. Considering the
round shapes and small appendages of the historical characters, it is clear where inspiration came
from for present day popular characters such as Hello Kitty and Rilakkuma, along with the lesser
known characters created to represent absolutely everything and anything.
Manga 漫画 and anime アニメ are another major part of Japanese popular culture.
Manga, meaning “whimsical drawings,” are Japanese comics that originated from traditional
Japanese art, such as the flat and almost cartoonish style of the woodblock prints known as
ukiyo-e 浮世絵, meaning “floating world pictures.” Some of the first manga were published in
Japan in the late 18th century. Manga series are often first released chapter by chapter in manga
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zasshi 漫画雑誌, or “manga magazines,” before the chapters are compiled into a tankoubon 単
行本, which is an individual volume of a manga series. Some manga are then animated into
anime and aired on television or are released directly to video as Original Video Animation
(OVA). Japanese animation developed from the early 1900s into the present day style, which
was created in the 1960s by Osamu Tezuka. While cartoons are generally reserved for children
in most parts of the world, there are manga and anime for all ages and interests in Japan. In fact,
some manga and anime have very serious themes that are clearly intended for adult audiences.
For example, the famous anime film Akira has themes and references that are certainly not
childish. Thus, as manga and anime prove that characters are not just for adults, the use of
mascot characters for places and institutions with an adult audience does not seem odd or
unusual. In addition to historical and cultural figures and the Japanese language itself, manga
and anime are another major part of the dynamic for characters and character goods in Japan.
Due to increased economic wealth in Japan in the 1970s and 1980s, character goods,
called “fancy goods” ファンシーグッズ, proliferated in the market from integration of the gift
giving culture with new trends based on the concept of kawaii 可愛い. Contemporary Japanese
culture expert and lecturer Sharon Kinsella explains that kawaii means cute and childlike and
celebrates “sweet, adorable, innocent, pure, simple, genuine, gentle, vulnerable, weak, and
inexperienced social behavior and physical appearances” (Kinsella 220). Kawaii characters not
only serve as goods and boosts in the economy but also fill voids in Japanese society. The
Japanese people use characters for social communication during gift-giving traditions (Belson
10) and for non-confrontation methods of communication within families (Kayama 45). They
use characters for identity when they adorn their clothing with characters or character goods
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accessories, thereby making their images more unique in the Japanese conformist culture
(McVeigh 239). The simplicity of the characters means that their purposes and interpretations
are open to the user. In response to the pressures of modern society, Japanese women use
characters for resistance against marriage (Kinsella 9), and many Japanese people use characters
for distraction and comfort from alienation due to the industrialization of their society (Belson
73). They place the character goods around their homes or office spaces to promote atmospheres
of relaxation and whimsy that decrease stress (Belson 19). They can escape into the powerless,
non-threatening eyes of the characters and return to moments of safe childhood without
responsibility, the most cherished time for the Japanese people (Roach). Thus, the characters
also become tools for healing and comfort. One of the most popular characters is Hello Kitty,
known throughout the world. Hello Kitty does not have a mouth, which allows people to
determine her personality for themselves. According to Yuko Yamaguchi, a designer for Hello
Kitty, girls and young women can “project themselves into the character and consider Kitty their
alter ego” (Kaneko 2).
Today kawaii characters are found on various fancy goods and merchandise all over
Japan. According to research by the Character Bank, the Japanese character market was worth
1.6 trillion yen in 2011 (Sako). Kawaii characters have found an important place in the world of
adults. With their ties to the Japanese history of figures, the picture-like language, and manga
and anime, they have filled a niche for gifts and the gift giving culture and have gone on to be
used for more serious topics, such as soft power in city branding strategies.

Definitions
Local urban governments soon recognized they could connect with the character market
by developing their own city mascot characters to tangibly complete the city branding strategies.
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They began using gotouchi kyara ご当地キャラ for the branding of cities, towns, villages,
prefectures, and places in general. Gotouchi means “local place” and kyara is short for
“character,” a common shortening trend in Japanese for English words. Contemporary Japanese
culture experts Matt Alt and Hiroko Yoda, who run the translation company AltJapan, consider
gotouchi kyara to be “official characters,” which they define as “mascots used by fire, rescue,
and other public agencies” (Alt 17). They also place them in a larger group of characters called
working characters, explained as “adorable mascots and characters that inhabit the islands of
Japan, quietly guiding citizens through all sorts of daily activities and situations” (Alt 9).
According to the Gotouchi Character Illustrated Reference Book Committee ご当地キャラクタ
ー図鑑制作委員会, all gotouchi kyara have in common the wish of making the town better and
more genki 元気, or happy and full of life and energy (Gotouchi Character Zukan Seisaku Iinkai
2).
Gotouchi kyara tend to represent a famous local product or aspect unique to a particular
place in order to define the local identity while also enhancing the local economy. Debra Occhi,
a professor at Miyazaki International College, notes that the characters sometimes incorporate
local historical deities or demons, such as kappa or tanuki, but ultimately have civic and
consumption uses. Local municipalities intend for the characters to invoke interest in a place
(Occhi 113). Occhi also connects the characters to the personification and anthropomorphism
that have always been part of Japanese history and culture (Occhi 114). Takayama Akira,
president of Fanworks Inc., a character animation production company, explains that the
characters have developed from the manga and anime culture and the special situation in Japan
where every region has millions of gods (Arakawa 30). Miura Jun agrees and says, “Give
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something a set of eyes and a mouth and it takes on a life. This is only possible in a polytheist
country” (Arakawa 30). Gotouchi kyara coincide easily with the multiple kami religion and
character culture of Japan. Thus, the characters connect to the past while also being a modern
phenomenon (Occhi 126).
Many gotouchi kyara are yuru kyara ゆるキャラ if they were not designed by a
professional artist. Miura defines yuru kyara as somewhat crudely designed, charming
characters, because yuru comes from yurui 緩い, meaning “loose” or “unfinished,” and kyara is
“character” shortened again (Arakawa 30). Yuru kyara are often designed by middle or high
school children, resulting in crude or amateur design. Department of Manga Professor at Tokyo
Polytechnic University Gou Itou explains that when yuru kyara are being designed, the
municipality wants to make them likeable by the local people, which is the main criteria of yuru
kyara (Itou 26). The designs have cute, childlike aspects or animal resemblances (Itou 26). He
believes that the designs look childish because they are not refined (Itou 26). Not all yuru kyara
have the same level of cuteness. Itou says that some look like the doodles of a high school girl,
yet everyone still considers them to be kyara (Itou 27).
In addition, some gotouchi kyara are a type of superhero character, called gotouchi hero
ご当地ヒーロー or local hero ローカルヒーロー. These characters are designed and based on
Japanese superheros as a sort of role model for residents. Regardless of the design type, the city
branding characters fit easily into the highly developed image and kawaii character culture of
contemporary Japanese society.
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Municipal Use of Gotouchi Kyara
The mountainous topography of Japan has led to pockets of different cultures in each
city, town, and village that can be very different and are exemplified in the diverse dialects of the
Japanese throughout the islands. Even though areas may be near each other, the natural
boundaries have allowed culture development to take distinctive paths for each locality. Due to
the highly developed character and kawaii culture in Japan, it was only a matter of time before
these local governments tapped into the use of characters for city branding and placemaking.
Indeed, the local governments wished to cultivate the local identity even further by visualizing
the famous aspects of the place with the city mascots. Evans believes that city branding has
evolved to a new form, which he terms karaoke architecture, meaning that the city must sing
with verve and gusto, and it is not important how well the city can actually sing (Evans 417).
The loose drawing and jumble in the gotouchi kyara designs portray Evans’ karaoke architecture
concept. The characters are collages of many aspects of the place and often appear awkward,
inelegant, unusual, and even unrecognizable with clues for comprehension only from the name.
The characters shout and proclaim to the rest of Japan their demand for attention to their placesake.
Gotouchi kyara are a valuable method for city branding because the characters are cost
effective and sustainable, they bring the urban residents together, and they lend themselves easily
to local economic development due to their simple designs and wide appeal. On a practical level,
creating a character to unite the community is much cheaper than constructing official ward halls
(Arakawa 30). The local urban governments often hold design contests for children to design the
mascot character of the municipality. Not only do the residents feel involved, but the mascot
creation is inexpensive when a professional artist does not need to be hired. The characters are
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meant to be loose, unfinished, and amateurish, creating easily sustainable appeal and ownership
for the community.
Community residents are also brought together by gotouchi kyara. In her thesis,
“‘Amateur’ Mascots on the Loose: The Pragmatics of Kawaii (Cute),” Mary Birkett investigates
how Japanese governments use kawaisa (noun form of kawaii meaning “cuteness”) as soft power
for placemaking methods in the context of the aging Japanese population, the continuous
migration to metropolises since the 1960s, and the prolonged economic recession (Birkett 4-5).
She explains that the kawaii characters bring the community together by inspiring feelings of
pity and endearment and create a sense of belonging (Birket 6, 27). An anonymous government
employee dons the kigurumi costume of the community’s mascot character and walks around the
public spaces to interact with the residents. The playful atmosphere of the mascot costume
allows the residents to foster a friendly relationship with a being that denotes the distinctive
surroundings of their place (Birkett 6). The characters are imperfect and childlike (Birkett 73),
as expected by the concept of yuru kyara. Since children often design and name the characters,
everyone can understand them (Birkett 75, 78). Community participants are simultaneously
comforted and healed by the characters (Birkett 88, 89). The residents bond together to care for
the character, and the character becomes like a child of the whole community. The character
inspires the people to connect with each other (Birkett 90) and incorporate the character into
their everyday home lives, such as in wallpapers on their computers (Arakawa 29).
The community characters often walk around their place-sakes in order to interact with
residents and provide photo opportunities. When they appear in their costumes, which are worn
by an anonymous government employee, they are swarmed by residents and visitors asking for
photos (“Mascot Characters Hit a Popularity High”). The interaction not only brings the
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residents and visitors together but also reminds them of the local products. The characters
highlight various items from the area, such as foods or crafts, and their images themselves
become products in the form of character goods. The local governments develop character
goods such as custom-themed cakes, which sell out quickly (Arakawa 29). The character goods
also easily match up with other character goods with similar purposes, such as in gift-giving
traditions.
The character, Kumamon, from Kumamoto has been one of the most successful gotouchi
kyara used for local economic development. In 2012, Kumamon goods resulted in sales of 29.3
billion yen (Fujii “Branding of Kumamon”). Another example of a successful character is
Hikonyan from Hikone. From 2007 to 2009, Hikonyan goods have resulted in 17.2 million
dollars from merchandise and promotional effects from media exposure (Arakawa 30).
Sentokun and Mantokun from Nara also have promoted local economic development. Drama
associated with the creation of the two characters caused nationwide debate and publicity that
was worth billions of yen (Fearn).
Competition for visitors and press by community mascots has materialized into a national
competition called the Yuru Kyara Grand Prix, held annually since 2010. This event provides
even more press for each character and municipality. When gotouchi kyara compete in the
competitions, they can become local heroes of their place-sake (Occhi 126). Kumamon was the
winner of the 2011 Grand Prix, and afterward he became the first and only gotouchi kyara to
visit the United States!

Gotouchi Kyara Case Studies
Gotouchi kyara often have stories behind them that have been developed to directly relate
to the area and define the local place, identity, and culture. Examples include Hikonyan from
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Hikone, Toppy from Tondabayashi, Bariisan from Imabari, Kyuuchan from Ushiku, Sentokun
and Mantokun from Nara, and Kumamon from Kumamoto. These examples were chosen
because they exemplify specific themes of gotouchi kyara. Hikonyan, Bariisan, and Mantokun
embody the kawaii concept by resembling animals and appearing very non-threatening. Toppy
is an example of incorporation by the municipality of all of the famous aspects of the place into a
single creature. Kyuuchan exemplifies the use of Japanese mythical creatures for characters and
Sentokun ties into the Buddhist culture.
Figure 3. Hikonyan from Hikone and Bariisan from Imabari

Hikonyan to Hikone no Kankou Jyouhou, Tokyo no Power Spot wo Aruku, Shikoku Tourism Souzoukikou, Rakuten

One of the popular and successful gotouchi kyara is Hikonyan ひこにゃん, representing
the city of Hikone in Shiga Prefecture and is shown in Figure 3. Hikone is a castle town and was
a battleground for a feudal war during the shogunate era (“Information about Hikone”).
Hikonyan’s name is a combination of Hikone and nyan にゃん, which is a Japanese
onomatopoeia for a cat meowing. The character was developed in 2007 and is a white cat
wearing a samurai helmet (“Hikonyan the Samurai Cat”). It likes to wander around the castle
but has trouble going up and down stairs because of its short legs (“Hikonyan the Samurai Cat”).
Thus, Hikonyan directly correlates to the samurai history of the city and draws attention to
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Hikone Castle. Through its image and appearance in public places, the character helps to further
define the identity the city. Hikonyan has also been very beneficial for the local economy and
resulted in 17.2 million dollars from merchandise and promotional effects from media exposure
since its creation in 2007 to 2009 (Arakawa 30).
The mascot of Imabari is Bariisan バリィさん and is shown in Figure 3. Imabari is a
coastal city with maritime industries. The city is located on the island of Shikoku, the smallest
and least visited Japanese island that is usually left off the lists of tourist plans. A major trading
center and strategic point of maritime traffic, Imabari has many maritime facilities, including a
port and shipyards, and is also known for its cotton and dyeing industry as it produces 50% of
the towels made in Japan (“Imabarishi”). Famous also for yakitori (chicken grilled on skewers),
Imabari city officials created Bariisan in 2009 as a bird character with a brown belt made of
towel fabric to highlight the textile industry and holding a ship to represent the maritime industry
(“Bariisan”). The design naturally reflects the local industries of Imabari. Bariisan is now one
of the most well-known gotouchi kyara in Japan as he won first place in the 2012 Yuru Kyara
Grand Prix, the annual contest where urban mascots compete for popularity and charm (Le
Blanc).
Toppy とっぴー represents Tondabayashi, a city south of Osaka and is shown in Figure
4. The 2010 design of Toppy incorporates the city symbol on its front and personifies the
beautiful Ishikawa River that runs through the city and a rhododendron, the city flower, on its hat
and hat ornament (“Imeeji Kyarakutaa ga Ketteishita”). The character depicts the lushly green,
rural garden city of Tondabayashi through color choice and its healthy and bright appearance
(“Imeeji Kyarakutaa ga Ketteishita”). It was designed specifically to appeal to everyone and be
well received. With the aspects of the city integrated into its design, it is easy to understand for
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residents and visitors and helps to illustrate the identity of the city. The profile of Toppy tells a
story with details that further foster connections. It likes being with friends, gazing at the sky,
walking, and traveling; it does not like thunder; and its favorite food is vegetables from
Tondabayashi (“Profile” Toppy no Heya). Thus, the character highlights and promotes the local
agriculture of the city.
Figure 4. Toppy from Tondabayashi, Kyuuchan from Ushiku, and Sentokun and Mantokun from
Nara

Imeeji Kyarakutaa ga Ketteishita, Gotouchi Kyara Catalogue, Outreach Japan, Matt Treyvaud

Also shown in Figure 4, Kyuuchan キューちゃん is the mascot character of Ushiku city,
located in Ibaraki prefecture north of Tokyo. Kyuuchan was born at the start of the Heisei era in
1989 and while he looks childish, he is actually more than 20 years old (“Ushikushi
Kankoukyoukai”). He resembles a kappa, which is a water spirit in Japanese folklore known for
being a trickster and eating cucumbers. Kappa still appear often in Japanese culture, even in
modern times. Kyuuchan likes cucumbers, kappa watermelon, and kappa daikon, which is
Japanese white radish (“Ushikushi Kankoukyoukai”). His appearance brings attention to Lake
Ushiku, which is believed to be the birthplace of the kappa (“Ushikushi Kankoukyoukai”). The
character also highlights the Ushiku Kappa Matsuri, an annual festival that takes place on the
main streets of Hanamizuki Street and Chuo Street (“Dai 26kai Ushiku Kappa Matsuri
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Jyouhou”). Kyuuchan participates in the festival by strolling around in the public spaces,
thereby creating atmosphere and defining the identity of the city.
While many characters are an instantaneous success for residents and visitors regarding
their design, Nara was the stage for some gotouchi kyara drama! In honor of the 1,200th
anniversary of the area, Sentokun せんとくん was designed as a Buddhist monk, with deer
antlers representing the many temples of Nara and the ubiquitous deer roaming around the city
(Fearn). The mascot was extremely controversial, as residents criticized it because they thought
it was disturbing and blasphemous towards Buddha (Miller).

The cost of gotouchi kyara

creation is typically minimal. However, Sentokun was designed by Satoshi Yabuuchi, a sculptor
and professor at Tokyo University of the Arts, and cost five million yen to develop, and thus, the
local government of Nara was hesitant to remove it after such a large investment (Ryall).
Mantokun まんとくん, shown in Figure 4, is a pudgy blob with a temple roof for a hat and
small antlers who mostly importantly qualifies as cute and not creepy (Ryall). Mantokun more
subtly represents the temples of Nara and the deer compared to Sentokun and was found to be
more acceptable. Thus, Mantokun became a rival of Sentokun for the spot of mascot of Nara,
which created even more debate and attention. According to local officials, the disapproval and
negative reactions to Sentokun caused nationwide debate and publicity that generated billions of
yen for the municipality (Fearn). However, despite the major criticism, Sentokun successfully
fulfilled the goal of drawing national attention to Nara and local awareness when the character
appeared.
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Kumamon
These days, it is impossible to talk about gotouchi kyara without considering Kumamon,
one of the most successful and popular gotouchi kyara so far. Kumamon くまモン is a black
bear with a big smile and rosy cheeks and is shown in Figure 5. He is the mascot character from
Kumamoto and an important part of Kumamoto Prefecture’s department of tourism (“Mascot
Kumamon”). Kumamoto prefecture is home to abundant nature attractions and seafood and
agricultural products and has one of the world’s few caldera volcanoes, called “Asosan”
(“Kumamon’—Japan's Most Popular Bear”). Kumamoto is also home to “Kumamoto Artpolis:
Architecture through Communication,” a program commissioned by Arata Isozaki and begun in
1988 to develop new communities, new trends in lifestyles, and new images of society
throughout Kumamoto Prefecture (“Kumamoto Artpolis”). Kumamoto is known for having a
particular personality of strong will and stubbornness (“Personality of Kumamoto”). There is
also a word in the local dialect, wasamon 早生者, that means “a person who is eager to try new
things” (“Personality of Kumamoto”). Due to Kumamoto’s history and culture of being
independent and innovative, they had no fear of developing the successful Kumamon strategy.
Kuma means “bear” and mon comes from mono meaning “person” or “thing.” Kumamon
is a civil servant with the job title “Sales Manager” and was first introduced on March 12, 2010
(“Kumamon Jikoshoukai”).

He debuted as a campaign character to promote the attractions of

Kumamoto compared to other prefectures. His image was used in a marketing plan conducted a
year before the opening of the entire Kyushu Shinkansen railroad line that connects the
provincial cities of Kyushu with Japan’s second largest city, Osaka (“‘Kumamon’—Japan's Most
Popular Bear”). Art director Manabu Mizuno designed Kumamon (Hiyama). Thus, Kumamon
is not a yuru kyara because a professional artist designed him.
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Compared to yuru kyara and other gotouchi kyara, Kumamon is much more active in
terms of movement. Municipal character mascots usually just walk around or stand in one place.
Kumamon moves and dances much more than other mascots and can even be compared to
Disney’s Mickey Mouse (“‘Kumamon’—Japan's Most Popular Bear”). He has several dance
routines to songs such as Kumamonmon くまモンもん and Kumamon Gymnastics くまモン体
操. He performs these dances in public, and they can be viewed on YouTube.
Figure 5. Kumamon

Finding Fukuoka, Kumamoto Jet

The marketing strategy used for Kumamon is very unique compared to other character
images with their high levels of copyright. The plan centers on the concept that Kumamon is a
“public good.” There is no fee to use the image of Kumamon, and companies only need to
complete a free application to the prefecture government in order to obtain permission for its use
(Fujii “Branding of Kumamon”). Innovation is critical, as well as open-mindedness to trying any
idea. The brand manager for Kumamonto, Masataka Naruo, explains, “In big cities, all of
Japan’s prefectures are constantly engaged in this fierce competition for publicity to lure tourists,
investment and to promote local products. … But city people get their guard up when they see
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that kind of thing, so we needed to come up with a new and eye-catching way to promote
Kumamoto” (Hiyama). Instead of promoting the local products, such as Kumamoto’s chestnuts
or plums, the generic design of Kumamon is intended to appeal to a wide audience (Hiyama).
However, the connection of Kumamon to Kumamoto is never to be severed. Naruo emphasizes,
“What we’re trying to sell is not Kumamon, but Kumamoto prefecture” (Hiyama).
The marketing team for Kumamon, made up of civic employees, is open to any idea.
Nothing holds the team back from trying new ideas. The scheme has been so successful that
Kumamon goods resulted in sales of 29.3 billion yen in 2012 (Fujii “Branding of Kumamon”).
Goods with Kumamon’s smiling face can be found everywhere in Japan, and now most Japanese
people cannot help but know of Kumamon and Kumamoto. The key reason for Kumamon’s
success was certainly the free licensing and promoting of its generic design (Hiyama).
A large array of merchandise exists for Kumamon as a result of the public goods concept
in the marketing strategy. Kumamon items are found all over Japan in all shapes and sizes. For
example, since April 2013, a yonkoma manga, which is a 4-cell manga, series with Kumamon as
the protagonist has been published in a local newspaper (“‘Kumamon’—Japan's Most Popular
Bear”).
Airlines are also tapping into the marketing scheme and featuring Kumamon painted
directly on the planes! On June 1, 2013, Japan Airlines (JAL) started an AIR KUMAMON
theme for in-flight meals on some North American and European routes. The meal features
taipen as a main dish, which is vermicelli soup with vegetables and many other fresh ingredients
(“JAL”). Taipen is a very well-liked local cuisine created by Chef Hayama of Kourantei, an old
Chinese restaurant in Kumamoto city (“JAL”). For dessert, passengers enjoy a Kumamon
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custard cake, which is a favorite dessert made by Kumamoto Kabo, a famous sweet company in
Kumamoto Prefecture (“JAL”).
Kumamon has gone even more global with an appearance at the Japan Expo in Paris in
July 2013 and an American debut in November 2013 in Boston. Alongside Kumamon,
Kumamoto Governor Kabashima gave a lecture at Harvard about “The Political Economy of
Kumamon: A New Frontier in Japan’s Public Administration.” The lecture described how the
cuddly black bear mascot has been used to “maximize the overall happiness” of the residents of
Kumamoto prefecture (Fujii “Harvard Degree”). Governor Kabashima explained the mascot’s
help in promoting the image and products of Kumamoto prefecture while simultaneously raising
the spirits of Kumamoto residents. The global financial crisis happened just months after he
became governor in 2008, and he felt that there was a need to shift values from the economy to
overall happiness (“Kumamon, Governor Tickle the Ivies”). Kabashima stressed the marketing
strategy that Kumamon is a “public good” and said, “Kumamon’s universe expands on its own”
(“Kumamon, Governor Tickle the Ivies”). Thus, fans, businesses, and media create the
Kumamon world. Kumamon performed his signature dance moves in front of more than 100
Harvard undergraduates, graduate students, and professors (“Kumamon, Governor Tickle the
Ivies”). Another important and highly diplomatic task for Kumamon was to meet the Boston
Red Sox’s mascot, Wally the Green Monster, while visiting the city (Frey).

Gotouchi Kyara in South Korea
Japan is not the only nation to use gotouchi kyara as a city branding strategy. South
Korea also uses city mascot characters for its urban areas. The government of South Korea,
officially the Republic of Korea and referred to here as Korea, recognized the importance of
promotion strategies for cultural tourism. Social and cultural geography Professor Gordon Waitt
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explains that starting in 1992, the Korean government implemented radical reform of policies to
advance Korea as an international tourist destination (Waitt 119). As part of this effort, Korea
incorporated world trends into innovative tourism strategies. In her conference paper “City
Branding and Urban Tourism: A Case Study of Seoul and Taipei,” Eun Young Yu describes the
“creative city” as a policy goal for many cities and the advantages of the creative city concept for
Seoul (Yu 7). Marketing and branding Professor You Kyung Kim and Seoul Metropolitan
Government Brand Manager Peter Eung-Pyo Kim emphasize the importance of the use of soft
power by cities in their case study of Seoul. They believe soft power is necessary for
competitiveness in areas of culture and tourism and that Korean cities need to focus their efforts
on nurturing such soft power (Kim 190). City mascot characters align perfectly with the concept
of the creative city and the use of soft power.
Korea frequently mimics Japan with regard to the manga and anime and kawaii character
phenomena, among other trends. For example, Korea responded to Japan’s creation of
merchandise characters with merchandise characters of its own. Merchandise characters are
created for the sole purpose of being featured on fancy goods without any prior story or major
meaning. Examples in Japan include the Sanrio company’s Hello Kitty in 1974 and the San-X
company’s Pinny-Mu in 1987 and Tarepanda in 1995. An example in Korean is the Vooz
company’s creation of Pucca in 2000.
Thus, it is not surprising that Korea would also have its own gotouchi kyara for each city,
called jiyeok kaerikteo
Korean city mascots is Haechi

in Korean, meaning “area character.” One of the most popular
, based on a mythical character called haetae from Korean

folklore that resembles a lion but is actually a fire eating dog and shown in Figure 6. The
character represents Seoul as part of the city’s strategy to become one of the best city brands in
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the world (“Haechi”). Palaces in Seoul already had the statues of the haetae creature as part of
the architecture of ancient Korea, so that when the Seoul Metropolitan Government established
the character in 2008, the mascot connected perfectly with the folklore figure representing
justice, integrity, and good fortune, protecting the city from fires and disasters, and acting as a
guardian of Seoul (“Haechi”). The mascot has also impacted Seoul’s economy by becoming a
product with merchandise that can be found in many Haechi stores around the city and even as
an image on taxis with the Seoul Haechi Taxi brand (“Haechi”).
Figure 6. Haechi from Seoul and Haewuri from Ulsan

Naver Blog, Changwonderful

In addition to Seoul’s Haechi, mascots for other cities all over Korea have proliferated
similarly to those in Japan. The Korean city mascots used for city branding resemble the
Japanese mascots through their use of the kawaii concept, reflection of their place-sake, and use
in local economic development. Ulsan is a coastal city in Korea with maritime industries similar
to those in Imabari, Japan. The city is also relatively unknown outside of its nation and is not yet
considered a world or global city. Nevertheless, Ulsan is the major industry hub of Korea and
has the largest shipyard. City officials hope to transform Ulsan into a globally known city
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through the use of municipal policies about their maritime industries that have the goal of
protecting the environment (“Welcome”).
Ulsan city officials created the mascot Haewuri

, a dolphin character, in 2003.

Because hae means “sun” and wuri can mean “person,” the character was designed to represent
the great size of Ulsan (“Ulsan”). Shown in Figure 6, the dolphin design strongly resonates with
the coastal and shipping industry of its place-sake, similar to Bariisan. It is also cute and cuddly
like the Japanese urban mascots, therefore drawing on the kawaii concept. Many products, such
as stationary, umbrellas, socks, and even tissue paper featuring Haewuri have been created and
sold (“Ulsansi”). Thus, as in Japan, Korean urban mascots help to brand the city and also
become products themselves.
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II: GIS ANALYSIS OF GOTOUCHI KYARA DIFFUSION
Research Question
When studying and thinking about gotouchi kyara, one might wonder if the characters
originated or cluster in a particular area or region of Japan. It might be expected that clustering
of character creation will occur because municipalities might feel pressure or competition to do
the same strategy. The spatial analysis of gotouchi kyara includes analysis of whether cities,
towns, and villages with gotouchi kyara cluster regionally in such a way that suggests that their
development may be integrated. The cluster analysis also includes analysis of clustering for
nature and culture typed cities, towns, and villages. The cities, towns, and villages included have
gotouchi kyara and findable creation dates and have been categorized as a natural or cultural
tourism based on tourism and municipality websites.
The theory that explains why gotouchi kyara might cluster is policy diffusion, which
justifies how and why policies might spread spatially. In “Modeling Regional Effects on State
Policy Diffusion,” Christopher Z. Mooney discusses the “positive regional effect on policy
diffusion” (Mooney 103). From the related literature, he summarizes that “state policymakers
and citizens look to other states in a satisficing search for solutions to problems, and the states to
which they look first are their neighbors due to familiarity, ease of communication, cross-mixing
of media and population, and common values” (Mooney 105). He summarizes further that
“policy information gleaned from the experiences of familiar neighboring states reduces both the
policy and political risks inherent in policymaking” (Mooney 105). Thus, the creation of
gotouchi kyara would cluster as the cities, towns, and villages turned to their neighbors for the
similar low risk strategy. The neighboring municipalities would feel the pressure to adopt the
same strategies in order to compete with each other on the same level.
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Scope
The spatial analysis is of the clustering of cities, towns, and villages with gotouchi kyara
in the country of Japan. The clustering analysis consists of intervals of five years inclusive of the
already existing characters. The temporal range will be from the first known creation of a
gotouchi kyara in 1980 to 2012. The cluster analysis also includes spatial analysis based on city,
town, and village type, as either natural or cultural tourism. A multi-distance spatial cluster
analysis, hot spot analysis, and density analysis bolster the cluster analyses.
Hypothesis
Cities, towns, and villages with gotouchi kyara clustered around each other as they were
created indicating a clear trend in creation. Cities, towns, and villages with natural tourism do
not cluster and cities, towns, and villages with cultural tourism do cluster. Finally, the clustering
became more intense over time. In order to compete with the neighboring municipalities, the
places feel the pressure to also develop gotouchi kyara brand strategy.
Limitations
The greatest limitation for the project was that there was no data already created for
gotouchi kyara that could be easily used for a GIS analysis. The data was created using a master
list from the Gotouchi Kyara Catalogue (ご当地キャラカタログ, localchara.jp) and intensive
research for creation dates on municipality websites and character databases. The research was
conducted by a non-native Japanese speaker.
Many creation dates for the characters were not able to be located. As of 2013, there
were 1,793 gotouchi kyara listed in the Gotouchi Kyara Catalogue. Of those characters, only
500 creation dates could be found and included duplicates as some cities, towns, and villages
have more than one character. With duplicate cities, towns, and villages removed, based on
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earliest created character, only 358 data entries remained. Therefore, the sample size does not
include all characters.
Key Findings
The gotouchi kyara do not seem to be clustered and are dispersed except for the final
intervals including most of the characters. The natural cities are not clustered and the cultural
cities are clustered. There are clusters of characters that are far apart. There is a hot spot of
gotouchi kyara in the south of Japan and a cold spot of gotouchi kyara near Tokyo. The clusters
are most dense around major metropolitan areas.
Data
Gotouchi kyara in Japan
1980 to 2012, municipality websites and character databases
Types (natural or cultural) of cities, towns, and villages with gotouchi kyara in Japan
2013, municipality and tourism websites
Methodology
Data was first collected of the existing gotouchi kyara for each city, town, and village in
Japan from a master list from the Gotouchi Kyara Catalogue (ご当地キャラカタログ,
localchara.jp). The creation date of the gotouchi kyara was then researched on municipality
websites and character databases. If the creation date was findable, then the character
information, including the location, name, and creation data was added to the data set. Then the
type of city, town, or village, either natural or cultural, was determined from municipality and
tourism websites for the locations with gotouchi kyara. The gotouchi kyara data was researched
in Japanese by a non-native Japanese speaker.
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Assumptions include that the data is a good sample of gotouchi kyara locations in
Japan. The determination of the natural or cultural type will be assumed to be correct based
mostly on municipality websites rather than personal experience. Additionally, an assumption is
that there will be a spatial relation per Tobler’s first law of geography that “everything is related
to everything else, but near things are more related than distant things” (Tobler).
The spatial cluster analysis includes analysis of five year intervals inclusive of already
existing gotouchi kyara. For example, the first interval is from 1980 to 1984, and the next
interval is from 1980 to 1989. Thus, the second interval includes the characters that have existed
since 1980. The intervals continue as such until 2012. The cluster analysis also includes
analysis of natural and cultural tourism based cities, towns, and villages.
Figure 1 illustrates the methodology sequence of the cluster analysis. First, a cluster
analysis was performed for each set of data. There were significant results for the natural and
cultural cities, towns, and villages. However, the results of the gotouchi kyara intervals were
insignificant. Therefore, outliers were removed and the analysis was performed again with
significant results. Then a multi-distance spatial cluster analysis showed further clustering
results to measure if there was clustering that was far from other clusters. The analysis also
included a hot spot analysis for the cities, towns, and villages with multiple gotouchi kyara.
Finally, the density analysis determined the areas densest with gotouchi kyara.
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Figure 1. Methodology
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Cluster Analysis
As shown in Figure 2, the first part of the cluster analysis resulted in dispersed results for
all intervals and the natural cities, except for the cultural cities. Therefore, the data points on the
small islands were removed to account for outliers. Figure 3 shows the results of the outliers
removed where there is some clustering and random results.
Figures 4 and 5 show the results of the cluster analysis. The natural cities, towns, and
villages with gotouchi kyara are dispersed. Z-scores are used to determine the clustering,
randomness, or dispersal. Given the z-score of 7.55, there is a less than 1% likelihood that this
dispersed pattern could be the result of random chance. The cultural cities, towns, and villages
with gotouchi kyara are clustered. Given the z-score of -1.82, there is a less than 10% likelihood
that this clustered pattern could be the result of random chance. Figures 6 and 7 show the
dispersal of the natural cities, towns, and villages and the clustering of the cultural cities, towns,
and villages, respectively. Figures 8 and 9 show the clustering for the five-year intervals.
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Figure 2. Cluster Analysis With Outliers
Feature Class
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Natural
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Figure 3. Cluster Analysis Without Outliers
Feature Class
Results
1980 – 1984
Dispersed
1980 – 1989
Random
1980 – 1994
Random
1980 – 1999
Random
1980 – 2004
Clustered
1980 – 2009
Random
1980 – 2012
Dispersed

Figure 4. Results of Cluster Analysis for
Natural Cities, Towns, and Villages with
Gotouchi Kyara

Figure 5. Results of Cluster Analysis for
Cultural Cities, Towns, and Villages with
Gotouchi Kyara

Figure 6. Dispersal of Natural Cities, Towns, and Villages with Gotouchi Kyara
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Figure 7. Clustering of Cultural Cities, Towns, and Villages with Gotouchi Kyara
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Figure 8. Clustering of Cities, Towns, and Villages with Gotouchi Kyara Over Five Year
Intervals
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Multi-Distance Spatial Cluster Analysis
Since the last two intervals resulted as random and dispersed from the cluster
analysis, a Multi-Distance Spatial Cluster analysis was used to determine that there are
clusters that are far apart. The peak of the observed curve is where the clustering is most
pronounced, as shown in Figure 9. The Multi-Distance Spatial Cluster analysis showed
that there is statistically significant clustering at a distance of about 65 kilometers for the
1980 to 2012 interval, 80 kilometers for the 1980 to 2009 interval, 75 kilometers for the
1980 to 2004 interval, and 175 kilometers for the cultural cities.
Figure 9. Multi-Distance Spatial Cluster Analysis for Cities, Towns, and Villages with
Gotouchi Kyara from 1980 to 2012
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Figure 10. Clustering of Cities, Towns, and Villages with Gotouchi Kyara from 1980 to
2012

Hot Spot Analysis
The hot spot analysis showed the statistical significance of the cities, towns, and
villages that created multiple gotouchi kyara in different years. The red areas are hot
spots, where there are high numbers of cities, towns, and villages with gotouchi kyara
surrounded by other areas with high numbers of cities, towns, and villages with gotouchi
kyara. The blue areas are cold spots, where there are low numbers of cities, towns, and
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villages with gotouchi kyara surrounded by other areas with low numbers of cities,
towns, and villages with gotouchi kyara. The yellow areas are not part of statistically
significant clusters. The south of Japan has hot spots of gotouchi kyara while the areas
near Tokyo have cold spots of gotouchi kyara. Figure 11 shows the results where the hot
spots of cities, towns, and villages with gotouchi kyara from 1980 to 2012 are in the
south of Japan and the cold spots are near Tokyo.
Figure 11. Hot Spots of Cities, Towns, and Villages with Gotouchi Kyara from 1980 to
2012
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Density Analysis
The density analysis showed that the creation of gotouchi kyara is most dense in
metropolitan areas. Since there was no clustering before 1999, density analysis is not
applicable. Figures 12, 13, and 14 show the density of the 1980 to 2012, 1980 to 2009,
1980 to 2004, and 1980 to 1999 intervals, and the cultural cities, towns, and villages.
Figure 12. Density of Cities, Towns, and Villages with Gotouchi Kyara from 1980 to
2012
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Figure 13. Density of Cities, Towns, and Villages with Gotouchi Kyara
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Figure 14. Density of Cultural Cities, Towns, and Villages with Gotouchi Kyara

Conclusions
The origin of gotouchi kyara in Japan appears to have been dispersed in the early
1980s, became random in the 1990s, and began to cluster in the mid-2000s. Tobler’s
Law was assumed for this analysis; however, new technologies question the basic laws of
near and far in space and time. Due to the media, once one city, town, or village
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developed a mascot character, news allows for fast transfer of such information
throughout the whole nation. The positive effects of gotouchi kyara could spread quickly
regardless of distance. Indeed, with time, the creation seems to be clustered as cities,
towns, and villages perhaps influence each other spatially for developing gotouchi kyara
as there are clusters that are far apart throughout Japan.
There are hot spots of cities, towns, and villages creating multiple gotouchi kyara
in the south of Japan and cold spots near Tokyo. As Tokyo is known nationally and
internationally, the need for promotion of cities, towns, and villages decreases, as they
are already relatively known. However, the south of Japan is less traveled, and the cities,
towns, and villages have more of a need to promote themselves, retain residents, and
draw in tourists.
The proliferation of gotouchi kyara is most dense around major metropolitan
areas, including Tokyo, Osaka, Nagoya, and Fukuoka, the highest populated areas of
Japan, except for Sapporo. An explanation could be that Sapporo is a relatively new city
and Hokkaido is the least densely populated main island of Japan and the most recently
populated.
Recommendations for policy makers include the further use of gotouchi kyara for
city branding strategies. The characters are cost effective and promote themselves. The
strategies could be used particularly in Hokkaido where there is no clustering and an
opportunity for character development. Further GIS studies of gotouchi kyara could be
to use a larger sample size of the data.
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III: CONCLUSION
Globalization, urbanization, and migration to metropolises have spurred cities to
look inward at their identities and redefine themselves. Cities must compete nationally
and globally for residents and visitors. As part of their city branding strategies, local
municipalities in Japan use urban mascot characters, which are called gotouchi kyara
ご当地キャラ. Local municipalities employ gotouchi kyara as a city branding tool to
highlight aspects of the place and emphasize local products. They also use gotouchi
kyara as a tool for communications with residents. The cities, towns, and villages
embrace the icons and find that use of the non-threatening appearances of the kawaii
characters in places is a very successful city branding solution. Cultural creation
intersects with character creation to define local identity and connect with residents and
visitors. Additionally, gotouchi kyara serve as products themselves with their own
themed merchandise. Through the use of soft power in the form of a loose, gentle, and
cute character, the city mascots are a valuable method for city branding because the
characters are cost effective and sustainable, they bring the urban residents together, and
they lend themselves easily to local economic development. The characters define and
enhance the local identity, while also addressing the global issue of city branding and city
competition.
Similar to cities in Japan, Korean cities have also created mascot characters as
branding strategies. The recent proliferation of city mascot characters in South Korea is
similar to that in Japan. The Korean city mascot characters embody the kawaii concept
and have similar uses.
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Through a cluster analysis with GIS, the origin of gotouchi kyara in Japan appears
to have been dispersed in the early 1980s, became random in the 1990s, and began to
cluster in the mid-2000s. Indeed, there are clusters that are far apart throughout
Japan. There are hot spots of cities, towns, and villages creating multiple gotouchi kyara
in the south of Japan and cold spots near Tokyo. The proliferation of gotouchi kyara is
most dense around major metropolitan areas. The maps indicate the spread of the
characters throughout Japan, and the character culture probably will not be decreasing in
Japan anytime soon. While heavy criticism exists for gotouchi kyara, the characters have
spread all over Japan and intersected with the kawaii culture and Japan’s long history and
culture of figures and images.

Planning Implications
The question of whether gotouchi kyara should be adopted for urban planning in
city branding strategies is complicated because it is difficult to fully access the
effectiveness or success of the characters. For example, do the characters really impact
the travel decisions of tourists? Caroline SL. Tan of Toyo University’s Department of
International Economics performed a study to determine if gotouchi kyara influence the
travel decisions of young adults (university students) (Tan 5). The study consisted of two
parts: a quantitative investigation with surveys and exploratory, qualitative research.
Tan’s results indicate that young adults do not make travel decisions based on gotouchi
kyara, whereas the characters do attract children and the elderly (Tan 6). Indeed, she
argues that potential for gotouchi kyara appeal exists within more effective strategies by
local governments for encouraging the young adults to identify with the characters (Tan
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7). While Tan’s findings indicate that although gotouchi kyara may not influence travel
decisions, local governments continue to develop the characters. Nicholas Ballen, former
local government employee of Nagasaki Prefecture, corroborates Tan's findings. He
explains that while the characters “have become almost a requirement in the eyes of
many local bureaucrats and representatives” and “it is hard nowadays to go anywhere in
Japan without seeing gotouchi kyara somewhere, either on a flier, poster, or in a gift
shop,” he personally has “never chosen where to visit in Japan based on the characters,
because they have little relation to how a particular location is to visit” (Ballen).
In Japan, municipal areas embrace the icons and are conscious of the nonthreatening appearances of the kawaii characters as a city branding solution. Indeed,
cuteness is absolutely everywhere in Japan, even in the most serious of circumstances, as
evidenced by gotouchi kyara. Sadashige Aoki, Social Sciences Department of Media and
Communication Studies Professor at Hosei University, believes that in this modern world
of digitalization and globalization, communication is becoming faster and more
“convenient-ized” コンビニ化 (Aoki 10). He believes that the way we communicate is
changing and evolving and acknowledges that there is some criticism about it (Aoki 10).
One way to combat the challenge that the world is becoming less complex is through
“character power” (Aoki 10-11). Meaning and values are more speedily conveyed
through characters (Aoki 11). Thus, character power can be used successfully to
communicate and brand anything.
Kawaii characters are versatile and a powerful advertising and communication
tool. Public authorities use characters in information pamphlets and posters to soften the
seriousness of the topics, including fire prevention and earthquake procedures (Riessland
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147). However, in the conclusion of his paper, “Sweet Spots: the Use of Cuteness in
Japanese Advertising,” Andreas Riessland asks about the necessity of the use of
characters to soften serious subjects (Riessland 150). For example, what do people think
about cute characters softening serious topics or institutions, such as governments and
municipalities? What do people think about municipal areas having cute mascots? How
do knowledgeable people perceive the mascot characters?
The character boom has clearly been fully integrated into the branding strategies
of municipalities and local governments. As of May 2014, according to the Gotouchi
Kyara Catalogue, there are 2,642 mascot characters for places or related institutions, such
as cities, towns, villages, police forces, jails, and more. Yet the promotion of such places
and institutions is through capitalization on characters inspired by traditional figures and
the polytheistic culture. Creating cuddly characters to represent serious institutions
reflects on the apparent need of Japanese society to appear childlike, innocent, harmless,
and peaceful, a common attitude after the war. Japanese Architecture and Urban
Planning Professor Kunio Kudo of Columbia University explains that these days the
younger generations have an extreme lack of ability for verbal articulation. They use only
a few words to express themselves. Among the most common words that they use are
kawaii (cute) and oishii (delicious). “There is no further description, and thus everything
becomes superficial and superflat. They avoid real commitment” (Kudo). He also points
out that a large number of pictographs, including emoticons, are used in texts and email
these days rather than words and sentences. “Words are distrusted in Japan traditionally”
(Kudo). He also mentions the Japanese tradition of a fundamental disbelief in words and
a profound belief about the innocence of children. “Here in the West, an adult is the
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normal model of a human, while in Japan, it is an innocent child” (Kudo). He explains
further that “all the Japanese government offices, from local to central to police to even
jails, are now trying to hide or soften their power and authority by using innocent cute
mascots to create rapport with citizens” (Kudo). He says, “I was shocked to see police
officers courteously bowing to me at the entrance hall when I entered the Nagoya
Prefecture Police Headquarters to obtain my non-criminal certificate for a green card!
Now you are welcomed by mascot police officers! Mascot guards welcome prisoners?
This society has gone extreme” (Kudo).
Indeed, mascot characters are not just used for representing municipal areas, but
also for police forces and even a jail. Similar to mascot characters for the prefecture or
city, the police mascots also tend to take the form of a famous item from the city, such as
an animal or food. The police mascots began as just male characters, but a female
version has since been added to address gender equality. Similar to other character
creation, the police forces use the mascots to soften the harsh image of police and law
enforcement. One of the most popular and well-known police mascots is Pipokun ピー
ポくん who represents the Tokyo police force. He was created on April 17, 1987, and his
name comes from the first two syllables of people and police (Harrison). So that he can
be the finest law enforcement officer, he is a combination of several animals with each of
their best parts (Harrison). His big ears assist him to hear people in trouble, his antenna
catches quick movements, and his large eyes allow him to carefully watch over all of
society (Harrison).
Prisons are usually unwelcome in a neighborhood, and Asahikawa prison in
particular is one of the most forbidding. Dressed in a prison guard's uniform and having
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a purple flower as a head, Katakkurichan カタックリちゃん is the new branding
strategy of Asahikawa to lessen the fear of the establishment and be less isolated from the
community residents (“Notorious”). Through use of the mascot character, the prison staff
hope that they can soften the harsh image of penitentaries for the local community. They
hope that Katakkurichan will help encourage residents to support the facility rather than
fear it (“Notorious”). However, why should these serious institutions be softened?
Kudo believes that Japanese people are afraid of confronting other humans and
the animal characters are easy to talk to (Kudo). He believes that using characters for a
jail has gone too far and indicates a lack of verbal communication and a reinforcement of
the tendency to speak with inaccurate words (Kudo). Indeed, he thinks the characters are
being used for mass mobilization in which everything is becoming a character that will
take people in a certain direction like the Pied Piper (Kudo).
In an editorial in the Asahi Shinbun, Tokyo University Professor Taku Sugawara
is also highly critical of the local characters. He believes that only a small amount of
people see the light of day on this war of resources for rural areas from the federal
government (Sugawara 13). Since there are not enough resources, the local characters
create winners and losers (Sugawara 13). He argues that the characters are soldiers for
the local areas and just a tool that hold up the name of the area to secure media attention
and publicity (Sugawara 13). Thus, the federal government is not doing enough to help
the rural areas and the characters are not really helping either, as they are just publicity
stunts (Sugawara 13).
From the international viewpoint, gotouchi kyara may only be a strategy for
tourism in Asia and moreover perhaps only in Japan and South Korea. Georgia Gallavin,
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former local government employee of Yamaguchi Prefecture, explains the use of
characters by stating, “I think they work in Japan because of the specific cultural context.
I don’t think Americans would take to them as much, only because we associate such
cute icons and characters with children. It seems childish for a grown adult to be
collecting paraphernalia based on these characters” (Gallavin). Gallavin also recently
worked for Fuji TV and spent several days following Kumamon during the visit to
Boston and New York in November 2013. She observed, “Predictably, the reaction from
Americans was (pause) tepid at best” (Gallavin). At the Japan Expo in Paris, France, the
media reported that female university students thought Hikonyan was cute, but in France,
they could not imagine a character representing a local municipality or government (Aoki
6). Gotouchi kyara probably won’t be influencing the West any time soon.
Despite this criticism of the mascots, case studies, particularly of Kumamon,
indicate that there are many positive implications for the use of gotouchi kyara for city
branding strategies as a part of urban planning in Japan. The goods created based on the
characters have resulted in millions or billions of yen for local economic development.
Based on the cluster analysis with GIS, gotouchi kyara are being used all over Japan and
the strategy could possibly be used further, particularly in Hokkaido where there is no
clustering and an opportunity for gotouchi kyara development. It is impossible to deny
that the characters are now a major part of contemporary Japanese culture and the soft
character power is available for municipalities to use. Recommendations for urban
planners and policy makers in Japan include further use of gotouchi kyara for city
branding strategies, as the characters are cost effective and promote
themselves. Character use and kawaisa is unstoppable in Japan at this point. The kawaii
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characters have become part of the local communities and have been thoroughly
integrated into contemporary Japanese urban society.
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